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FORCE-SENSING TOOTHBRUSH

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present disclosure is directed to a toothbrush, and more particularly to a toothbrush

including a force-indication system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The utilization of toothbrushes to clean one's teeth has long been known. During the

brushing process, a user generally applies a force to the brush, which force is ultimately applied,

the cleaning elements of the toothbrush, against the user's teeth and gums. While a minimal

force can be sufficient to remove plaque and debris, some users tend to apply higher-than-

required levels of force, which may lead to negative oral-health consequences for an individual,

including, e.g., gum irritation and ultimately recession, as well as tooth-enamel abrasion.

Unfortunately, because some users may feel that those conditions stem from poor cleaning, in an

effort to "correct" the situation, the users may apply even more force during brushing - which in

turn may exacerbate the above-mentioned negative effects. In addition, studies have shown that

the cleaning ability of a toothbrush may be reduced if brushing force is increased beyond the

optimal level.

To avoid or mitigate these undesirable effects, some dental professionals recommend the

use of a soft-bristled toothbrush. But the use of a soft-bristled toothbrush may not always

preclude the application of high brushing forces to the teeth and gums. Furthermore, it may be

extremely difficult for an individual to determine the optimal force required for cleaning. While

a user may believe that she applies a minimal level of force to enable cleaning, feeling the level

at which the real force is too high is sometimes difficult.

Aside from brushing force, proper brushing takes at least two minutes. Although

toothbrushes having timers are known, most of inexpensive, manual brushes do not have those.

Accordingly, a need exists for an inexpensive, easy-to-use toothbrush that does not rely

on electric power or complex mechanics to signal to the user when the applied brushing force is

too high and when the brushing has been performed for the proper duration.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

These and other features, aspects and advantages of specific embodiments will become

evident to those skilled in the art from a reading of the present disclosure.

The toothbrush of the invention comprises a head including a plurality of cleaning

elements attached to the head, a handle, and a neck extending between the head and the handle.

The handle has a first end adjacent to the neck and a second free end opposite to the first end.

The handle can conveniently have an internal chamber in which a motor unit is disposed. The

motor unit includes a motor and a motor energizer, such as, e.g., a manual motor winder, for

manually energizing the motor.

The toothbrush includes a force sensor structured and configured to detect a user-applied

force exceeding a predetermined threshold force. The force sensor is structured to cause the

toothbrush to produce at least one of an audible signal and a tactile signal when the user-applied

force exceeds a predetermined threshold force. The force sensor can comprise a deflectable

extension bar having a first end and a second end, wherein the first end is connected to a body of

the toothbrush, and a second end is free.

In one embodiment, the first end of the deflectable bar is connected to a body of the

toothbrush via a living hinge. Then, at least one of the deflectable bar and the living hinge can be

integrally formed with the handle. In another embodiment, the first end of the deflectable bar is

connected to a body of the toothbrush via a torsion element, e.g., a bar or a pin.

The force sensor may comprise or be connected to a blocking assembly including a stop

gear in operative communication with the stop pin. The stop gear is also in operative

communication with the motor. The stop pin can be disposed at the free end of the deflectable

bar and extending into a body of the toothbrush. The stop gear can be (but does not have to be)

incorporated into a gear box, located in the brush's body and comprising several gears translating

a winding movement of the winder into energizing the motor. Thus, the stop gear can be

structured and configured to be in operative communication with the motor and the stop pin.

The manual winder can be conveniently incorporated into an end cap disposed at the

second end of the brush's handle. In one embodiment, the manual winder comprises a rotatable

structure. A user can activate the motor by rotating the end cap, by a certain degree, relative to

the rest of the brush. In another embodiment, the manual winder comprises a pull-out structure.



A user can activate the motor by pulling out the end cap winder, to a certain distance, relative to

the rest of the brush.

In operation, when the force applied by the user is too high, the force sensor causes the

motor to stop. This occurs because the extension bar, under an applied force that is higher than a

threshold force, deflects from its rest position into the body of the brush, thereby causing the stop

pin to move forward, thereby engaging the stop gear. Once the rotation of the stop gear is

blocked, the motor, which is in operative communication with the stop gear, stops as well. When

this occurs, at least one of an audible signal and a tactile signal, such as, e.g., vibration of the

toothbrush, would indicate muting of the motor.

In another embodiment, the toothbrush can be equipped with a timer, to program a length

of a brushing cycle. The timer can be disposed in the internal chamber of the handle. The timer

can be in operative communication with the motor, to be activated by the winder for a set period

of time, as is described herein. In one embodiment, e.g., the end cap, comprising the winder, can

be manually rotated by the user for a user-determined number of degrees to energize the motor

and activate the timer for the set period of time. In another embodiment, the end cap, comprising

the winder, can be manually pulled out for a user-determined distance to energize the motor and

activate the timer for the set period of time. In either instance, the desired length of brushing

cycle can be conveniently indicated on the body of the brush, either for rotation or for pulling

out.

These and other features, aspects and advantages of specific embodiments will become

evident to those skilled in the art from a reading of the present disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

While the specification concludes with claims which particularly point out and distinctly

claim the present invention, it is believed that the present invention will be better understood

from the following description of preferred embodiments, taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals identify identical elements and

wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view of a toothbrush according to one or more

embodiments illustrated and described herein.

Figure 2 is a schematic plan back view of the toothbrush shown in Figure 1;



Figure 3 is a schematic side view, in partial cross-section, of the toothbrush shown in

Figure 1;

Figure 4A is a schematic perspective view of another embodiment of the toothbrush

according to one or more embodiments illustrated and described herein.

Figure 4B is a schematic elevated fragmental view of the toothbrush of Figure 4A and

showing a rotating wind-up mechanism including a time scale.

Figure 4C is an embodiment of the toothbrush similar to that shown in Figures 4A and

4B, and schematically showing a rotating wind-up mechanism comprising gears and a spring.

Figure 5A is a schematic side view of an embodiment of a toothbrush according to one or

more embodiments illustrated and described herein and comprising a pull-out wind-up

mechanism.

Figure 5B is an elevated cross-sectional fragmental view of the toothbrush of Figure 5A

and showing a wind-up mechanism including a time scale.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The following text sets forth a broad description of numerous different embodiments of

the present invention. The description does not purport describe every possible embodiment

since describing every possible embodiment would be impractical, if not impossible. It is to be

construed, therefore, as exemplary only. A skilled artisan will readily understand that any

feature, characteristic, component, composition, ingredient, product, and step or methodology

described herein can be deleted, combined with, or substituted for, in whole or in part, any other

feature, characteristic, component, composition, ingredient, product, and step or methodology

described herein. Numerous similar or alternative embodiments could be implemented, using

either current technology or technology developed after the filing date of this application, which

would still fall within the scope of the claims.

It should also be understood that, unless a term is expressly defined in this patent using

the sentence "As used herein, the term ' ' is hereby defined to mean . . ." or a similar

sentence, there is no intent to limit the meaning of that term, either expressly or by implication,

beyond its plain or ordinary meaning, and such term should not be interpreted to be limited in

scope based on any statement made in any section of this disclosure (other than the language of

the claims). No term is intended to be essential to the present invention unless so stated. To the



extent that any term recited in the claims at the end of this patent is referred to in this patent in a

manner consistent with a single meaning, that is done for sake of clarity only so as to not confuse

the reader, and it is not intended that such claim term be limited, by implication or otherwise, to

that single meaning. Lastly, unless a claim element is defined by reciting the word "means" and

a function without the recital of any structure, it is not intended that the scope of any claim

element be interpreted based on the application of 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph.

For ease of explanation, the toothbrush described hereafter shall be a manual toothbrush.

The present disclosure, however, is not limited to manual toothbrushes; it can be applicable to

power / electrical toothbrushes as well. Additionally, the present disclosure may be equally

applicable to other personal-hygiene implements, such as, e.g., blades, razors, and the like.

As schematically shown in several exemplary embodiments herein, a toothbrush 10

includes a handle 12, a head 14, and a neck 16 extending between the handle 12 and the head 14.

A plurality of cleaning elements 20 can be attached to the head 14. The brush 10 includes a force

sensor 30. The force sensor 30 can be adjacent to the neck 16. The force sensor 30 can include

an extension element 32 connected to a living hinge 34, as is schematically shown in the

embodiment of Figure 4C. Alternatively, the extension element 32 can be connected to a torsion

element 35, comprising e.g., a pin or a bar, as is schematically shown in Figure 5A. One skilled

in the art will understand that other suitable connections, known in the art (and not illustrated

herein), between the first end of the extension element 32 and a body of the brush can be

employed as well.

The extension element 32 can be disposed on the brush's front side (Fig. 1) or on the

brush's back side (Figs. 2 and 3) - and can comprise a relatively thin, deflectable bar connected

to the brush's body for a movement relative to the brush's body. One embodiment of the

extension element 32 includes a cantilever-type bar connected to the brush's body with a hinge

34, such as, e.g., a living hinge, and deflecting under the user-applied force from the bar's in-rest

position and relative to the body of the handle 12. In the exemplary embodiments shown, the

extension element 32 deflects, at least partially, into a body of the handle 12. The force sensor

30, including the extension element 32 and the hinge 34, may be integrally formed with the

handle 12. Alternatively, the force sensor 30, including the extension element 32 and the hinge

34, may comprise several elements structured and configured to form a mechanical connection

among them.



The handle 12 has a first end 12a, a second end 12b, and an internal chamber 12c formed

inside the handle 12 between the first and second ends 12a, 12b (Fig. 1). A motor unit 40,

located in the internal chamber 12c, comprises a motor 4 1 and a motor energizer 42 for manually

energizing the motor 4 1 (Fig. 3). The motor unit 40 may include any assembly to energize and

control the motor 41, as is known in the art. The motor 4 1 may be of any suitable type,

including, e.g., a spring motor.

The motor energizer 42 may comprise a winder 43 and a stop pin 44. The winder 43 can

be in operative communication with gears 45, including a rack gear 45a (Figs. 5A, 5B), and a

constant-force spring (also known as a "clock spring") 46. The constant-force spring 46 can

typically be made of a band or tape of steel wrapped around itself a desired number of times to

create a spiral. The spring, if wound, can store energy that can be released by causing the spring

unwound. The unwinding spring creates a rotational force that releases, over time, a constant

amount of load. A stop pin 44 can be structured and configured to be in contact with a blocking

assembly 50, which can be part of the motor unit 40. The stop pin 44 can be integrally formed

with the extension bar 32 and adjacent to the free end thereof. In one embodiment, the stop pin

comprises the free end of the extension element 32. Alternatively, the stop pin 44 can be

configured to comprise a separate (from the extension element 32) structure in contact with the

free end of the extension element 32. In the latter instance, the extension element 32 can be

configured to be in constant contact with the stop pin 44 - or, alternatively, can be configured to

be at a distance from the stop pin 44 when the brush is not being used but contact and move the

pin under an application of the user-induced force. These embodiments can be easily visualized

by one skilled in the art - and therefore are not illustrated in exact detail herein.

Various known interaction mechanisms can be used to allow a user to energize and

otherwise control the motor 40. Non-limiting examples include a winding key, a pull cord, a

lever, a sliding mechanism, a mechanism that winds up the motor when pressing the brush in a

holder or stand, or any other suitable mechanism. For example, by winding the spring 46, a user

can energize the spring-powered motor 41. In one exemplary embodiment, shown in Figures 4A-

4C, a user can rotate the brush's end cup comprising the winder 43 to impart energy into the

spring-powered motor 41. In another exemplary embodiment, shown in Figures 5A and 5B, a

user can energize the motor 4 1 by pulling out the end cup comprising the winder 43.

The motor 40 may further include a timer 60, including a time scale (best shown in Figs.

4A, 4B and 5B), such as, e.g., a count-down timer, by which the user can program a time period



for a brushing cycle. For example, as shown in Figures 4A and 4B, the user can twist or rotate

the winder 43, comprising in that embodiment an end cap of the handle 12, to energize the motor

and also to set or adjust the brushing time. Thus, to start the timer 60, the user can rotate the

winder 43 by a certain number of degrees and according to a scale that can be marked on the

brush 10. The user can, e.g., rotate the winder 43 by 180 or 360 degrees, which in turn will

energize the motor 40 and set up the brushing cycle to a predetermined amount of time.

In one exemplary embodiment, a predetermined amount of time may correspond to the

number of degrees turned; 90 degrees, e.g., may correspond to a 30-second brushing cycle, while

360 degrees may correspond to a 2-minute cycle. In another exemplary embodiment, 120

degrees may correspond to a 60-second brushing cycle. In yet another exemplary embodiment,

150 degrees may correspond to a 90-second brushing cycle. In still another exemplary

embodiment, 180 degrees may correspond to a 120-second brushing cycle. Generally, the timer

60 can be structured to be set for any amount of time, e.g., from about 5 seconds to about 180

seconds. The user, by rotating the winder 43 by a certain number of degrees according to a scale

marked on the brush 10, will be able to energize the motor 4 1 for any desired length of the

brushing cycle. At the completion of a brushing cycle, the motor 4 1 stops.

In another exemplary embodiment, shown in Figures 5A and 5B, the brush 10 comprises

a pull-out timer mechanism. A user can pull out the winder 43 to energize the motor 4 1 and also

to set or adjust the brushing time. To start the timer 60, the user pulls out the end cap of the

brush to a certain distance indicated by a time scale marked on the brush. This distance

corresponds to a predetermined amount of time that defines a brushing cycle or a portion of the

brushing cycle. For example, a distance of 5 mm may correspond to a 30-second brushing time,

while a distance of 20 mm may correspond to a 2-minute brushing time. In another exemplary

embodiment a distance of 10 mm may correspond to a 90-second brushing time, while a distance

of 15 mm may correspond to a 2-minute brushing time. In yet another exemplary embodiment

14 mm may correspond to a 120-second brushing time. The timer 60 can be structured to be set

for any amount of time, e.g., from about 5 seconds to about 180 seconds. By pulling out the

winder 43 to a certain distance according to the marked scale, the user will be able to energize

the motor 4 1 for any desired length of the brushing time / cycle. At the completion of the

brushing cycle, the motor 4 1 stops.

In operation, the user can energize the motor 4 1 as is described herein. In the exemplary

embodiments shown in Figures 4C and 5B, the user, by rotating the winder 43 (Figure 4C) or



pulling of the winder 43 (Figure 5B), will cause winding of a drive spring 46. Once the spring

motor 4 1 is sufficiently wound / energized to deliver a desired brushing cycle, the toothbrush 10

is in condition for operation. Then, the user can place the cleaning elements 20 in contact with

the user's teeth and start the brushing cycle, e.g., by pressing a start button or otherwise, as is

known in the art. For example, the toothbrush 10 may include a user-operated button or switch

that can allow the user to start / stop the brushing cycle.

In one exemplary embodiment, the motor 41, including the gears associated therewith,

may be structured to produce a distinctive sound to signal to the user that the brushing cycle has

started and/or continues. In addition or in alternative to sound, the motor 4 1 may be structured to

cause the toothbrush 10 to vibrate. To this end, in some embodiments additional special gears

can be used to generate a specific sound to communicate to the user the brush's operational

stages. Vibration also can be used to signal to the user the beginning and/or end of the brushing

cycle. In some embodiments, an unbalanced weight can be utilized to cause micro-vibrations in

the brush - to communicate desired brushing-cycle information to the user.

During brushing, a high application force imparted to the cleaning elements 20 causes the

extension element 32 of the force sensor 30 to move in the direction of motor 41. As long as the

applied force is below or equal to a predetermined threshold force, the movement of the

extension element and that of the associated stop pin 44 is not sufficient enough to cause an

interruption of the brushing cycle - and the brushing cycle continues. If the applied force is

higher that the predetermined threshold force, the extension element 32 moves towards a

blocking assembly 50 (Figure 5A), thereby moving or engaging the stop pin 44. The stop pin 44

is in operative communication with the motor's blocking assembly 50, which can comprise, e.g.,

a stop gear 49 (Figure 4C). When the force imparted on the extension bar 32, and consequently

the stop pin 44, is too high, the stop pin 44 moves and engages the blocking assembly, which in

its turn causes the motor 4 1 to stop running. As a result, the user gets a clear audible signal, i.e.,

muting of the motor, indicating that the user has applied force exceeding the desired brushing

force. In addition, the stoppage of the motor 4 1 naturally causes the toothbrush to cease

vibrating, thus providing to the user a tactile signal, also indicating that the applied brushing

force is too high.

The timer 60 can be structured to hold or pause during the stoppage period of time, so that

the time during which the applied force remains higher than the threshold force is not being

counted towards the brushing cycle. In this embodiment, once the user decreases the applied



brushing force below the threshold force, the motor 4 1 and the timer 60 will continue running

until either the brushing cycle is completed or the user once again applies a brushing force that is

too high.

In some exemplary embodiments, a value of an applied excessive brushing force may be

greater than or equal to about 1 Newton, 1.25 Newtons, 1.5 Newtons, 1.75 Newtons, 2.00

Newtons, 2.10 Newtons, 2.20 Newtons, 2.30 Newtons, 2.40 Newtons, 2.50 Newtons, 2.60

Newtons, 2.75 Newtons, 2.85 Newtons, greater than or equal to about 3.00 Newtons, greater than

or equal to about 3.50 Newtons, greater than or equal to about 3.75 Newtons, greater than or

equal to about 4.00 Newtons, greater than or equal to about 4.25 Newtons, greater than or equal

to about 4.50 Newtons, greater than or equal to about 4.75 Newtons, greater than or equal to

about 5.00 Newtons, greater than or equal to about 5.25 Newtons, greater than or equal to about

5.50 Newtons, greater than or equal to about 5.75 Newtons, or greater than or equal to about 6.00

Newtons.

In some exemplary embodiments, a value of an applied low or normal force may be less

than or equal to about 5.00 Newtons, about 4.75 Newtons, about 4.5 Newtons, about 4.25

Newtons, about 4.00 Newtons, about 3.75 Newtons, about 3.5 Newtons, about 3.25 Newtons,

about 3.00 Newtons, about 2.75 Newtons, about 2.50 Newtons, about 2.25 Newtons, about 2.00

Newtons, about 1.75 Newtons, about 1.50 Newtons, about 1.25 Newtons, about 1.00 Newtons,

about 0.75 Newtons, or about 0.50 Newtons. In some exemplary embodiments, values for a low

end of a sufficient force range, an upper end of the sufficient force range, and/or the sufficient

force range may be selected from any of the values provided above with regard to the excessive

force and/or low or normal force conditions.

The handle region 12 may be constructed of any suitable material, such as, e.g.,

polypropylene, nylon, high density polyethylene, other moldable stable polymers, and any

combinations thereof. In some embodiments, at least one of the handle 12, the neck 16, and the

head 14 may be formed from a first material and include recesses, channels, grooves, and the like

for receiving a second material different from the first material. For example, the handle may

include an elastomeric grip region or a plurality of elastomeric grip regions. The elastomers

among the plurality of elastomeric grip features may comprise similar materials or different

materials with respect to, e.g. color, hardness, elasticity, porosity, surface energy, and the like,

and any combination thereof.



As used herein, the term "cleaning elements" refers to any suitable element which can be

inserted into the oral cavity for the purpose of brushing the surface of the teeth and/or cleaning

the tongue, and/or massaging the gums. Examples of suitable elements include bristle tufts,

elastomeric massage elements, elastomeric cleaning elements, massage elements, tongue

cleaners, soft tissue cleaners, hard surface cleaners, combinations thereof, and the like. The head

14 may comprise a variety of cleaning elements. For example, the head 14 may comprise

bristles, abrasive elastomeric elements, elastomeric elements in a particular orientation or

arrangement, e.g., pivoting fins, prophy cups, or the like. Several suitable examples of

elastomeric cleaning elements and/or massaging elements are described, e.g., in U.S. Patent

Application Publication Nos. 2007/0251040; 2004/0154112; 2006/0272112; and in U.S. Patent

Nos. 6,553,604; 6,151,745. The cleaning elements may be tapered, notched, crimped, dimpled,

or the like. Some suitable examples of these cleaning elements and/or massaging elements are

described in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,151,745; 6,058,541; 5,268,005; 5,313,909; 4,802,255; 6,018,840;

5,836,769; 5,722,106; 6,475,553; and U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0080794.

The cleaning elements may be attached to the head 14 in any suitable manner.

Conventional methods include stapling, anchor free tufting, and injection mold tufting. Cleaning

elements comprising an elastomer may be formed integral with one another, e.g., they may be

formed outwardly extending from an elastomeric base portion integrally formed with the

cleaning elements.

The head may comprise a soft tissue cleanser constructed of any suitable material. Some

examples of suitable material include elastomeric materials; polypropylene, polyethylene, etc; the

like, and/or combinations thereof. The soft tissue cleanser may comprise any suitable soft tissue

cleansing elements. Some examples of such elements as well as configurations of soft tissues

cleansers on a toothbrush are described in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 2006/0010628;

2005/0166344; 2005/0210612; 2006/0195995; 2008/0189888; 2006/0052806; 2004/0255416;

2005/0000049; 2005/0038461; 2004/0134007; 2006/0026784; 20070049956; 2008/0244849;

2005/0000043; 2007/140959; and U.S. Patent Nos. 5,980,542; 6,402,768; and 6,102,923.

The dimensions and values disclosed herein are not to be understood as being strictly

limited to the exact numerical values recited. Instead, unless otherwise specified, each such

dimension is intended to mean both the recited value and a functionally equivalent range

surrounding that value. For example, a dimension disclosed as "20 mm" is intended to mean

"about 20 mm."



Disclosures of all documents cited herein, including any cross referenced or related

patents or applications, are hereby incorporated herein by reference in their entirety, unless

expressly excluded or otherwise limited. The citation of any document is not an admission that it

is prior art with respect to any invention disclosed or claimed herein - or that it alone, or in any

combination with any other reference or references, teaches, discloses, or suggests, any such

invention. Further, to the extent that any meaning or definition of a term in this document

conflicts with any meaning or definition of the same term in a document incorporated by

reference, the meaning or definition assigned to that term in this document shall govern.

While particular embodiments of the present invention have been illustrated and

described, it would be obvious to those skilled in the art that various other changes and

modifications can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. It is,

therefore, intended to cover in the appended claims all such changes and modifications that are

within the scope of this invention.



What is claimed is:

1. A toothbrush comprising:

a head including a plurality of cleaning elements attached thereto;

a handle;

a neck extending between the head and the handle;

a motor unit including a motor and a manual motor energizer for manually energizing the

motor; and

a force sensor structured and configured to detect, during operation, a user-applied force

exceeding a predetermined threshold force,

wherein the force sensor causes the toothbrush to produce at least one of an audible signal

and a tactile signal when the user-applied force exceeds the predetermined threshold

force.

2. The toothbrush of claim 1, wherein the force sensor comprises an extension bar having a

first end and a second end, wherein the first end is connected to a body of the toothbrush,

and a second end is free.

3. The toothbrush of claim 1, wherein the first end of the extension bar is connected to a

body of the toothbrush via a living hinge.

4. The toothbrush of claim 2, wherein the extension bar and the living hinge are integrally

formed with one another.

5. The toothbrush of claim 1, wherein the first end of the extension bar is connected to a

body of the toothbrush via a torsion element comprising a bar or a pin.

6. The toothbrush of claim 1, wherein the force sensor comprises a stop pin disposed at the

free end of the extension bar.



7. The toothbrush of claim 6, wherein the force sensor comprises a stop gear in operative

communication with the motor and the stop pin.

8. The toothbrush of claim 1, wherein the motor energizer comprises a manual winder

selected from a rotatable structure, a pull-out structure, and any combination thereof.

9. The toothbrush of claim 1, wherein the at least one of an audible signal and a tactile

signal is selected from muting of the motor, vibration of the toothbrush, and any

combination thereof.

10. A toothbrush comprising:

a handle having a first end, a second end opposite to the first end, and an internal chamber

disposed between the first and second ends;

a head coupled to the first end of the handle, the head including a plurality of cleaning

elements;

a neck extending between the head and the handle;

a spring motor disposed in the internal chamber;

a timer disposed in the internal chamber, the timer being in operative communication with

the spring motor;

a force sensor structured and configured to detect a user-applied force exceeding a

predetermined threshold force and to cause an activation of at least one of an audible

signal and a tactile signal indicating that the force applied by a user exceeds the

threshold force;

a manual winder comprising an end cap coupled to and movable relative to the first end

of the handle;

wherein the end cap is structured and configured to be manually moved, by a user, to

energize the motor and activate the timer for a set period of time.
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Cl aims Nos. : l-10(partial ly)

Independent cl aims 1 and 1 both refer t o an apparatus and appear t o
relate effecti vely t o the same subject-matter. The aforementioned claims
therefore lack conci seness and as such do not meet the requi rements of
Arti c l e 6 PCT.

The wordi ng of independent cl aims 1 and 10 i s not clear
si nce i t only consi sts i n a juxtaposi tion of techni cal features wi thout
speci fying the rel ationshi p between them and the relationship relative t o
the feature t o whi ch they belong.

Furthermore, both claims 1 and 10 do
not meet the requi rements of Arti cle 6 PCT because the matter for whi ch
protection i s sought i s not cl early defined. The claims attempt t o define
the subject-matter i n terms of the resul t t o be achieved "a force sensor
structured and configured t o detect, during operation , a user-appl ied
force exceeding a predetermined threshold force" , whi ch merely amounts t o
a statement of the underlying problem, wi thout providi ng the techni cal
features necessary for achievi ng thi s resul t . Thi s objecti on could be
overcome by the implementation of the techni cal features of cl aims 2 , 6
and 7 into the subject-matter of claims 1 and 10.

I n addi t i on, both
cl aims 1 and 10 do not meet the requi rements of Arti c l e 6 PCT because the
matter for whi ch protection i s sought i s not clearly defined. The claims
attempt t o define the subject-matter i n terms of the resul t t o be
achieved "the force sensor causes the toothbrush t o produce at least one
of an audi ble signal and a tacti l e signal when the user-appl ied force
exceeds the predetermi ned threshol d force. " , whi ch merely amounts t o a
statement of the underlying problem, wi thout provi ding the techni cal
features necessary for achievi ng thi s resul t . To overcome thi s objecti on,
i t i s necessary t o provide more features l inki ng the force sensor t o the
audibl e or tacti l e signal . I t i s clear from the descripti on on page 8,
l i nes 7-9 , and l ines 19-29 that "gears associated wi t h the motor" , "a
bl ocki ng assembly" , and " stop pin" are essential t o the defini tion of
the invention . Since i ndependent claims 1 and 10 do not contai n those
features, they do not meet the requi rement fol lowi ng from Arti cle 6 PCT
taken i n combi nati on wi t h Rule 6.3(b) PCT that any independent claim must
contai n al l the techni cal features essenti al t o the defini tion of the
invention . The above objections are t o such an extent that a complete
search could not be carried out, and the search has been l imi ted on the
basi s of the techni cal features l i sted i n the claims.

Thus , the search
of claims 1 and 10 i s l imi ted t o an interpretation * based only on the
techni cal features as fol l ows :

Interpretation of claim 1:
a toothbrush

compri sing:
(a) a head incl uding a pl ural i t y of cleaning elements

attached thereto;
(b) a handle;
(c) a neck extending between the head
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and the handle;
(d) a motor uni t incl uding a motor and a manual motor

energi zer for manual l y energi zing the motor,
(e) a force sensor, and

wherei n the toothbrush produces at least one of an audible signal and a
tacti e si gnal when the user-appl i ed force detected by the force sensor
exceeds a predetermined threshold force.

Interpretation of claim 10:
a

toothbrush compri sing:
(a) a handle havi ng a f i rst end, a second end

opposi t e t o the f i rst end, and an internal chamber di sposed between the
f i rst and second ends ,

(b) a head coupled t o the f i rst end of the
handle, the head i ncl uding a pl ural i t y of cleaning elements,

(c) a neck
extending between the head and the handle,

(d) a spring motor di sposed
i n the internal chamber,

(e) a timer di sposed i n the i nternal chamber,
the timer being i n operati ve communi cation wi t h the spring motor,

(f)
force sensor,

(g) a manual winder compri sing an end cap coupled t o and
movabl e relati ve t o the f i rst end of the handl e ,

wherein the end cap i s
structured and configured t o be manual l y moved, by a user, t o energi ze
the motor and acti vate the timer for a set period of time. , and wherein
the toothbrush produces at least one of an audible signal and a tacti l e
si gnal when the user-appl i ed force detected by the force sensor exceeds a
predetermi ned threshol d force.

The appl i cant ' s attention i s drawn t o the fact that c l aims rel ating t o
inventions i n respect of whi ch no international search report has been
establ i shed need not be the subject of an international prel iminary
examination (Rule 66. 1(e) PCT) . The appl cant i s advi sed that the EPO

pol i cy when acting as an Internati onal Prel imi nary Examini ng Authori t y i s
normal l y not t o carry out a prel iminary examination on matter whi ch has
not been searched. Thi s i s the case i rrespecti ve of whether or not the
cl aims are amended fol lowi ng recei pt of the search report or during any
Chapter I I procedure. I f the appl i cati on proceeds into the regional phase
before the EPO, the appl i cant i s reminded that a search may be carried
out during examination before the EPO (see EPO Gui del i nes C-IV, 7 .2) ,
should the problems whi ch led t o the Arti cle 17(2) declaration be
overcome.
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